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Costa Daurada Hent PDF Forlaget skriver: MICHELIN zoom map Costa Daurada is the ideal travel
companion to fully explore the Spanish Gold Coast, thanks to its easy-to-use format and its scale of

1/150,000. In addition to Michelin's clear and accurate mapping, MICHELIN Zoom map highlights all the
leisure activities available, such as golf clubs and tourist trains. MICHELIN Zoom Maps also include star-
rated scenic routes, tourist sights & attractions, as well as camping sites and hotels selected in the famous
MICHELIN guides. Make the most of your stay with MICHELIN Zoom Maps! MICHELIN ZOOM MAPS
are perfect to discover major tourist areas, with a high level of details in an easy to use format. They nicely
complement our Michelin Guides and include: - Various leisure activities, such as water parks, tourist trains,
horse racing, etc - Scenic routes and tourist sights crossed referenced with the famous Michelin's Green
Guides - Camping sites information from Michelin's Camping Guides - Hotel information from the world

famous MICHELIN Guides.
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